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13. Love and Romance

 “The stage is more beholding to love than the life of man”

 —Francis Bacon

 "Bacon's whole temperament and attitude to life makes it certain... that

 he could not have written the Shakespeare plays and poems". Thus the

 critic Kenneth Muir. Yet there can be no doubt that Francis Bacon had a

 complex personality which has suffered from a misguided attempt to fit it

 into a more simple mould. Since he was a parliamentarian and Lord

 Chancellor it is assumed that he was a practical man of affairs, a view

 which ignores his own protestations to the contrary and indeed much of

 his life history. Since he spoke against Essex at his trial it is assumed that

 he was hard and disloyal to friends, a view which ignores both the

 existence at the time of greater personal loyalties, especially his devotion

 to his brother, and his lifelong friendships with many others. Since nearly

 all his acknowledged writing is in prose it is assumed that he could not

 write poetry, a view which ignores his own poetical admissions and the

 adulatory testimony of contemporaries. Another example of this

 pigeonholing, and the subject of this chapter, is Bacon's attitude to love.

 According to Tennyson, "the way in which Bacon speaks of love

 would be enough to prove that he was not Shakespeare" (quoted by R.M.

 Theobald: Shakespeare Studies in Baconian light, 1901, p126). Tennyson

 was thinking in particular of Bacon's words in his essay Of Love, where

 we are told that love is "a weak passion" and "the child of folly" . Such

 remarks have led many to conclude that Bacon was basically a cold fish

 who would have been temperamentally incapable of writing plays like

 Romeo and Juliet or the Sonnets. However, this mistaken conclusion

 ignores at least four crucial factors: the time when the essay was written;

 the purpose of the essay; the meaning Francis gives to 'love' in these

 contexts; and, last but by no means least, Shakespeare's attitude to love.

 Let us consider each in turn.

 Of Love

 The essay Of Love appeared first in the 1612 edition of Bacon's Essays.

 By then he was 51. At such an age he would obviously view the subject of

 love more dispassionately than, say, 20 or 30 years earlier. Indeed, most
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people's opinion on this subject modifies as they grow older, and Bacon

 was no exception. Take a look at what he writes "in praise of the worthiest

 affection" in his masque A Conference of Pleasure, written during the

 period of Shakespeare's romantic comedies:

 "As for other affections they be but sufferings of nature; they seek

 ransoms and rescues from that which is evil, not enjoying a union with

 that which is good. They seek to expel that which is contrary, not to

 attract that which is agreeable. Fear and grief—the traitors of nature.

 Bashfulness—a thraldom to every man's concept and countenance.

 Pity—a confederacy with the miserable. Desire of revenge—the supply-

 ing of a wound. All these endeavour to keep the main stock of nature, to

 preserve her from loss and diminution. But love is a pure gain and

 advancement in nature; it is not a good by comparison, but a true good;

 it is not an ease of pain, but a true purchase of pleasures; and therefore,

 when our minds are soundest, when they are not, as it were, in sickness

 and therefore out of taste, but when we be in prosperity, when we want

 nothing, then is the season, and the opportunity, and the spring of love.

 And as it springeth not out of ill, so it is not intermixed with ill; it is not

 like the virtues, which by a steep and ragged way conduct us to a plain,

 and are hard taskmasters at first, and after give an honourable hire; but

 the first aspect of love, and all that followeth, is gracious and pleasant…"

 Secondly, in his essay Bacon is writing specifically about a rather

 neglected view of love, namely the business aspect. His theme is the

 influence love has on public life. "They do best who, if they cannot but

 admit love, yet make it keep quarter, and sever it wholly from their serious

 affairs and actions of life; for if it check once with business, it troubleth

 men's fortunes and maketh men that they can nowise be true to their own

 ends". There is ample evidence of the truth of these remarks all around us.

 Yet, and here's the third point, Bacon is certainly NOT condemning all

 love in his essay. The ending makes this abundantly clear: "Nuptial love

 maketh mankind, friendly love perfecteth it, but wanton love corrupteth

 and debaseth it". Thus Bacon is specifically attacking 'wanton' love—love

 which is out of control, unruly, undisciplined and self-indulgent. We

 could put it another way: the essay Of Love is an onslaught on romance

 and a defence of real and enduring love. Anyone who reads the whole

 essay could not reasonably reach a different conclusion.

 For friendly love Francis Bacon has nothing but praise throughout his

 writings. Turn to his essay Of Friendship for further confirmation: "A

 crowd is not company, and faces are but a gallery of pictures, and talk but

 a tinkling cymbal, where there is no love". He continues that a true friend

 is one "to whom you may impart griefs, joys, fears, hopes, suspicions,
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counsels, and whatsoever lieth upon the heart to oppress it" ('that perilous

stuff that lies upon the heart', as the poet puts it). He ends by saying, in one

of his frequent theatrical images, that "where a man cannot fitly play his

own part, if he have not a friend, he may quit the stage".

So we must be clear in our own minds what kind of love it is that

Bacon is writing about. The word itself is an umbrella term that covers a

multitude of activities and feelings—a point of which Bacon was obviously

all too clearly aware (much more than than some Shakespearean scholars,

it seems). It is passionate infatuation, 'out of control' romance that Bacon

deplores, even when fully acknowledging its universality and power. If

we turn to Shakespeare, we discover that, far from being opposed to

Bacon's view, it is identical with it.

Comedies

Love's Labour's Lost is one of Shakespeare's earliest plays, and it also

sets the pattern for the author's treatment of love. And what do we find? A

play which is basically an anti-romantic burlesque. Romance is presented

as the disturbing element in public life, the enemy of both learning and

business. The king and his lords want to make their court a little Academe

and devote themselves to study, resolving to exclude all women from the

court for three years in order to avoid the risk of being ensnared by

passion. Nevertheless, romance finds an entrance and with it comes folly.

They all try to conceal their passion, but one after another they are

betrayed. The character who most closely approximates to the author is

Berowne, and in a speech in Act 5 Scene 2 he echoes Bacon's words in the

aforementioned essay that "it is a strange thing to note the excess of this

passion, and how it braves the nature and value of things by this, that the

speaking in a perpetual hyperbole is comely in nothing but in love":

"Taffeta phrases, silken terms precise,

 Three-pil'd hyperboles, spruce affectation,

 Figures pedantical; these summer-flies

 Have blown me full of maggot ostentation;

 I do foreswear them: and I here protest,

 By this white glove,—how white the hand,

 God knows!—

 Henceforth my wooing mind shall be express'd

 In russet yeas, and honest kersey noes".

The leading characters must do penance for their false beliefs; Berowne's

is to learn compassion by visiting the "speechless sick" and thus to use his

talents to help rather than hurt. The play had begun with the apparent
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contrast between learning and love. Eventually, we discover that it is only

 a superficial antagonism: true learning is not mere pedantry—precisely

 Francis Bacon's complaint about Cambridge—and true love is not mere

 romance—precisely Bacon's point in his essay. In the play the author

 brings them together and, through Berowne, suggests that love is the true

 object of all learning. Thus love's labour will be lost if it is a labour of

 affectation and not sincerity. It will only be won by realising that real love

 involves charity, service and sacrifice. This is the essence of Francis

 Bacon's philosophy.

 False love and true love are also opposed in The Two Gentlemen of

 Verona. Bacon's view that false love is the 'child of folly' is echoed by

 Valentine early in the play when he suggests that "by love the young and

 tender wit is turned to folly". The character of Speed is created partly to

 ridicule Valentine and provide a mocking commentary on his romance,

 whereas Launce is created partly to provide a more genuine picture of

 love. Endless varieties of love are explored in the play: romantic love,

 familial love, love of friends, pets, parents, money, honour, power, love of

 servants for masters. Every character seeks to satisfy a love need of some

 kind; ranging from sheer physical needs to those of an abstract, poetic and

 even spiritual nature..

 The play also presents two qualities in opposition: love and friendship.

 "In love who respects friends?" asks Proteus. But again the conflict is

 resolved into a new harmony. As the play develops we are made aware

 that true love does not lie in the ungoverned passions of infatuation. If

 man is to love truly, he must gain control of himself. The forest in the

 work represents the wilderness, or "naked hermitage", through which man

 must pass in order to gain self-knowledge, self-sovereignty and a more

 meaningful realisation of love, based on friendship. This hermitage idea

 had also appeared in Love's Labour's Lost, and we find it repeated in The

 Tempest. It is another of Bacon's strong beliefs: indeed, he himself was a

 recluse in his early manhood and was known to friends as 'the hermit'.

 The blindness of romantic love is also the theme of A Midsummer

 Night's Dream. In his essay Bacon laments of wanton love that "man,

 made for the contemplation of heaven and all noble objects, should do

 nothing but kneel before a little idol, and make himself subject, though not

 of the mouth (as beasts are), yet of the eye, which was given him for

 higher purposes". At the end of scene 1 in the play Helena echoes this

 sentiment when, speaking of Demetrius, she testifies to the irrationality,

 blindness and baseness of romance:

 "And as he errs, doting on Hermia's eyes,

  So I, admiring of his qualities:
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 Things base and vile, holding no quantity,

 Love can transpose to form and dignity.

 Love looks not with the eyes, but with the mind;

 And therefore is wing'd Cupid painted blind.

 Nor hath Love's mind of any judgement taste;

 Wings and no eyes figure unheedy haste:

 And therefore is love said to be a child,

 Because in choice he is so oft beguiled.

 As waggish boys in games themselves forswear,

 So the boy Love is perjured everywhere".

The irrationality, childishness and fickleness of wanton love in the real

world is paralleled by the rumours of infidelities among the fairies. Oberon

has been wooing Phillida and now transfers his affections to Hippolyta. At

the same time he alleges that Titania is not in love with him but with

Theseus. The great agent of this blind love is, of course, Puck whose very

name is part of the reverse of Cupid. The juice used by Puck to confuse the

lovers has all the force of Cupid's arrow. But its effect is to produce

completely "wanton love"—people "transported to the mad degree of

love", to use another of Bacon's phrases. Its victim falls for the "next live

thing it sees". Thus Titania falls for Bottom disguised as an ass. Once

again, in Bottom Shakespeare gives us a comic character who embodies

an antithesis to the romantic world. Recovering from the surprise at

hearing Titania's declaration of love for him, he reflects that "to say the

truth, reason and love keep little company together now-a-days".

It is, however, Theseus who expresses the rational view most forcibly,

as in the famous speech in Act 5 Scene 1 when he couples lovers and

madmen together and throws in the poet for good measure:

"Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,

Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend

More than cool reason ever comprehends.

The lunatic, the lover, and the poet,

Are of imagination all compact.

One sees more devils than vast hell can hold;

That is the madman. The lover, all as frantic,

Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt.

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;

And as imagination bodies forth

The form of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name".
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Here is the greatest poet who ever lived dissecting his art with merciless

 clarity. Here is the romantic who sees through romance. Here indeed is the

 frenzied poet who is also the cold philosopher and who, as Hazlitt said of

 Bacon, sees equally into both worlds. We should note too that, like Bacon,

 Theseus also advocates love that is based on 'an everlasting bond of

 fellowship'.

 Yet even the conception of Theseus is not the playwright's total view.

 For that we have to return to Bottom, who provides the 'true' meaning of

 the communal dream:

 "I have had a most rare vision. I have had a dream, past the wit of man

 to say what dream it was: man is but an ass if he go about to expound this

 dream... The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of man hath not seen,

 man's mind is not able to taste, his tongue to conceive, nor his heart to

 report, what my dream was" (Act 4, Sc. 1).

 This speech is unmistakably a parody of 1 Corinthians II.9ff, where we

 are told that "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into

 the heart of man the things which God hath prepared for them that love

 him". What is spoken of here is the so-called divine love. For believers it

 too is a love beyond the power of the eyes and is "made for the contemplat-

 ion of heaven and all noble objects". In this chapter of the Bible Paul talks

 of the "hidden wisdom" which "none of the princes of this world know",

 which is a mystery and which may come from the learned ignorance of

 "base things of the world".

 So, although Theseus is right about human love, he is, in the playwright's

 view, wrong about divine love. As so often in Shakespeare, it is the wise

 'fool' who sees more deeply than the 'princes of this world'. In one of his

 Renaissance Essays, Frank Kermode says: "Bottom is there to tell us that

 the blindness of love, the dominance of the mind over the eye, can be

 interpreted as a means to grace as well as to irrational animalism; that the

 two aspects are, perhaps, inseparable" (op.cit, p209). What Kermode fails

 to say, however, is that this is precisely what Francis Bacon tells us in his

 chapter on Cupid in The Wisdom of the Ancients. Here Bacon shares

 Bottom's view that the ultimate nature of love is 'inexpressible' and that

 "there is no likelihood that the manner of it may be contained or

 comprehended within the narrow compass of human search". Thus it is no

 coincidence that 'Puck' is partly the reverse of 'Cupid': what he represents

 in the play is largely a distortion of what Bacon says Cupid really stands

 for.

 The Merchant of Venice is about the relationship between love and

 justice. Portia, whose love is the most pure, does not forget how closely

 allied are love and weakness, especially if love does not, in Bacon's
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phrase, 'keep quarter'. "O love, be moderate, allay thy ecstasy/In measure

rein thy joy", she exclaims. Like Bacon, she favours 'safety in moderation'

(the Bacon family motto). Nevertheless, "in charity there is no excess"

(Bacon), and here moderation is not appropriate, so that "mercy seasons

justice". Antonio provides the example of Christian charity and Shakespeare

seems to have constructed his character specifically with the words of 1

Corinthians 13 in mind: "Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity

envieth not; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up" etc. To quote

Kermode again: "The Merchant of Venice, then, it 'about' judgment,

redemption and mercy; the supercession in human history of the grim four

thousand years of unalleviated justice by the era of love and mercy. It

begins with usury and corrupt love; it ends with harmony and perfect

love" (op.cit, p215).

Romantic love is also subjected to severe criticism in Much Ado About

Nothing. As in the Dream, romance is a world of shadows which true love

transcends. The love of Hero and Claudio is wanton and sentimental. It is

love at first sight. Before he knows her, Claudio calls Hero a "jewel" and

"the sweetest lady that ever I looked on". Benedick describes this love as

one of those "shallow follies". Its shallowness is emphasised by Claudio's

easy change of attitude when he receives what he takes to be adverse

evidence against Hero's character. Indeed, he even treats her apparent

death with flippancy and is quite unmoved by Leonato's grief. Thus his

love, and the way in which it is tested, provides the title of the play—it is

much ado about nothing.

By contrast, the love of Beatrice and Benedick is based on more solid

foundations. If the Claudio-Hero partnership is the 'wanton love' that, in

Bacon's phrase, 'corrupteth and debaseth' mankind, then the Beatrice-

Benedick relationship is the 'friendly love' that 'perfecteth' it. Their love

may be more prosaic—emphasised by the use of prose in their encounters—

but it is founded on plainspokenness between them. They are not duped by

sentimentality. Benedick abandons his efforts at love poetry by saying:

"No, I was not born under a riming planet, nor I cannot woo in festival

terms" (Act 5, Scene 2).

In fact, for both of them actions speak louder than words, especially if

the words are mere 'taffeta phrases, silken terms precise'. When Benedick

swears that "by this hand, I love thee", Beatrice retorts, "Use it for my love

some other way than swearing by it". Their love is tried and tested. They

know each other, and their weaknesses. Benedick says near the end: "Man

is a giddy thing, and this is my conclusion". His, and Beatrice's, realisation

of this 'giddiness' is a first step towards wisdom. Thus we are meant to

believe that their marriage is likely to be stable and happy, not least
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because they will love each other moderately, rather than too well. "There

 is measure in everything", says Beatrice. 'Safety in moderation' was, I

 repeat, Francis Bacon's family motto.

 In Shakespeare Our Contemporary (1967) Jan Kott writes: "Twelfth

 Night and As You Like It are generally considered the most romantic of the

 comedies. But of all the 'contemporary reactions' to Shakespeare, from

 Elizabethan times to ours, the romantic was the most false and the one that

 left behind it the most fatal theatrical tradition. Surely, one must be

 absolutely deaf to hear in Viola's endless rounds between Olivia and

 Orsino nothing but the romantic music of love" (p229). Kott sees Twelfth

 Night partly as a bitter comedy about the Elizabethan dolce vita, "or at any

 rate about the dolce vita at every level and in every wing of the Southampton

 residence". Certainly, the play is in part a satire on courtly love, but more

 generally it is a variation on Shakespeare's perennial theme of appearance

 versus reality, discussed in the last chapter.

 In As You Like It, Rosalind, though in love, shares the scepticism of

 Orsino in Twelfth Night about the emotion. It is surely indicative of the

 dramatist's progressive dissatisfaction with romance that in these two

 plays it is the leading romantics themselves who express the strongest

 criticism of 'wanton love'. Four speeches of Rosalind may be cited: "love

 is merely a madness..." (Act 3 Scene 2); "...Men have died from time to

 time and worms have eaten them, but not for love" (Act 4 Scene 1); "Men

 are April when they woo, December when they wed; maids are May when

 they are maids, but the sky changes when they are wives" (ibid).

 The fourth speech, and the most interesting remark for our purpose,

 comes near the end of this scene, when she condemns her own feelings:

 "That same wicked bastard of Venus, that was begot of thought, conceiv'd

 of spleen, and born of madness; that blind rascally boy, that abuses every

 one's eyes, because his own are out—let him judge how deep in love I

 am". Compare this statement with the following in Bacon's chapter on

 Cupid in The Wisdom of the Ancients: "And as for love, they absolutely

 bring him in without a father, only some are of opinion that he came of an

 egg which was laid by Nox, and that of Chaos he begot the gods and all

 things else. There are four things attributed unto him—perpetual infancy,

 blindness, nakedness, and an archery. There was also another Love, which

 was the youngest of the gods, and he, they say, was the son of Venus. On

 this also they bestow the attributes of the elder Love, as in some sort well

 applied to him".

 Yet, as in the Dream and The Merchant of Venice, alongside the

 explicit condemnations of wanton love in As You Like It, we are presented

 with another picture expressed in, for example, Adam's prayer; or Corin's
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realisation that we have to find the way to heaven by doing deeds of

hospitality; or Hymen's remark near the end that "then there is mirth in

heaven, which earthly things made even atone together". There are indeed

a number of religious references in this play, indicating that for the

playwright, as in the other two plays just cited, it is the Christian ideal of

kindness, pity, humility, charity and sacrifice that is to be preferred to, or

at least is ultimately more meaningful than, the infatuations of romance.

Measure for Measure raises a number of compelling issues—the extent

to which mercy should temper justice, the nature of power and the need

for self-knowledge; the relationship between men and women and the

definition of gender roles and human sexuality—and we shall examine

some of them in the next chapter. Certainly, the Duke is the most strong in

judgment and sound in heart of any of the characters. G. Wilson Knight

even treats him as someone in whom "the actions of God are

anthropomorphically represented" ( 'Measure for Measure and the Gospels'

in The Wheel of Fire, 1989).

When he retires from public life, the friar suspects that romantic

feelings may be the cause of his withdrawal and disguise. The Duke

repudiates this idea:

"No, holy father; throw away that thought;

Believe not that the dribbling dart of love

Can pierce a complete bosom" (Act 1, Sc. 3).

This is very similar to what Bacon says when he writes: "It seems

(though rarely) that love can find entrance, not only in an open heart, but

also in a heart well fortified, if watch be not well kept".  According to E.C

Pettet, "in this play Shakespeare passes beyond scepticism to a cynical and

complete disregard of the values and attitudes that had been cherished by

romance" (Shakespeare and the Romance Tradition, 1949, p156-157).

The sexual element in 'wanton love' is very prominent throughout. Apart

from Angelo's lust for Isabella, there is the whole under-plot which deals

with the frequenters and keepers of Viennese brothels. To quote Pettet

again, "the background, always obtrusive, is a grey, fly-blown one of

wenching, French crowns, and brothels".

The title of the play is of course from the Bible: "Judge not, that ye be

not judged; for with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged; and with

what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto you again" (Matthew 7:1-

2). G. Wilson Knight in The Wheel of Fire is quite right in seeing the play

as a kind of Christian parable. Like The Merchant of Venice, it discusses

the relationship between love and justice. Like its predecessor, it first

presents us with distorted notions of both before reconciling the two in
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Christian terms. So in her famous speech Isabella contrasts divine justice,

 embodied by the Duke, with human justice, as represented by Angelo:

 "But man, proud man,

  Dress'd in a little brief authority,

  Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd,

  His glassy essence, like an angry ape,

  Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven

  As make the angels weep" (Act 2, Scene 3).

 Angelo, however, is a fallen angel, just as Lucio is the Lucifer of the

 play's sordid underworld, again reinforcing the view of Measure for

 Measure as a religious allegory.

 In The Winter's Tale, as Robert Theobald suggess in Shakespeare

 Studies in Baconian Light (1901), Prince Florizel is a typical instance of

 the "mad degree of love". His passion "checks with business" and makes

 him "untrue to his own ends". In order to possess Perdita, whom he only

 knows as a low-born peasant girl, he is ready to give up his princely

 birthright, surrender his succession to the crown, brave the anger of his

 father, and bring danger not only on himself but also on the maiden of his

 choice and all her supposed relations. In reply to his father's threats in Act

 4 Scene 4 he exclaims:

 "From my succession wipe me, father, I

  am heir to my affection".

 Camillo says: "Be advised". To which he replies:

 "I am, and by my fancy; if my reason

  Will thereto be obedient; I have reason;

  If not, my senses, better be pleased with madness,

  Do bid it welcome".

 This speech clearly illustrates Bacon's remark in the essay that: "He

 that preferred Helena, quitted the gifts of Juno and Pallas: for whoever

 esteemeth too much of amorous affection, quitteth both riches and honour".

 Histories

 There is a similar treatment of 'wanton' love in Shakespeare's History

 plays. In both Henry IV, Part One, and Julius Caesar the wives complain

 that their husbands have carefully excluded them from any share in their

 public lives. In the former Hotspur is so intent on business that he almost

 neglects Lady Percy, his wife, provoking this reproach:

 "O, my good lord, why are you thus alone?

  For what offence have I this fortnight been
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 A banished woman from my Harry's bed?"

She then tells him that his mind is occupied with concerns in which she is

not permitted to share:

"Some heavy business hath my lord in hand,

 And I must know it, else he loves me not...

 In faith, I'll break thy little finger, Harry,

 And if thou wilt not tell me all things true".

He brusquely puts her off, telling her that he loves her "infinitely" but:

"I must not have you henceforth question me

Whither I go, nor reason whereabout:

Whither I must, I must".

In other words, the husband has his love in check and, when his wife tries

to spy into his business, he gently thwarts her because he is resolved to

keep his active life separate from his domestic affairs.

A similar pattern emerges in Julius Caesar. Portia is a portrait of a

'noble wife', completely devoted to her husband, Brutus. But, like Lady

Percy, she complains that he has shut her out from all share of his public

life. She also says that she has observed signs of distraction in him:

"And when I asked you what the matter was,

 You stared upon me with ungentle looks" (Act 2, Scene 1).

Even when Portia dies, Brutus, though deeply touched, hides his emotion

and refuses to let it weaken him in his public duties. Portia and Calpurnia,

Caesar's wife, are the only two female characters in the play and their role

corresponds exactly with the boundaries placed by Bacon between love

and business.

Tragedies

Romeo and Juliet is often described as 'the greatest love story the

world has ever known'. But it is easy to be seduced by the poetry and

ignore the actual 'message' of the play. In truth, the passion of the two

young lovers is presented as impetuous and destructive and, as Allan

Bloom suggests, there is no better depiction of the strange mating of love

and death (Shakespeare on Love and Friendship, 2000, p14). Indeed, "the

play literally culminates in the tomb". Shakespeare's view is expressed by

Friar Lawrence, the 'chorus' of the tragedy:

"These violent delights have violent ends,

 And in their triumph die; like the fire and powder,

 Which, as they kiss, consume. The sweetest honey
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 is loathsome in his own deliciousness,

  And in the taste confounds the appetite.

  Therefore love moderately: long love doth so;

  Too swift arrives as tardy as too slow".

 The fickleness of romantic love is stressed by the fact that in the

 opening scenes Romeo is totally and desperately in love with Rosaline but

 switches his affection in an instant when he meets Juliet. Yet, in the

 opposition between Romeo and Friar Lawrence, it is Romeo who always

 carries the day, because in the struggle between age and youth on the stage

 the preference almost always goes to youth. As Bloom argues, the problem

 of the play is that there is, with the possible exception of Mercutio who is

 killed at the beginning of Act 3, no figure of sufficient weight to counter

 the charm of love. Clearly, the poet in his mid-thirties is still partly

 seduced by his own imagination and by love's power. Even in his late

 forties Bacon was not the 'cold fish' often depicted. In Scylla and Icarus,

 or the Middle Way, in The Wisdom of the Ancients (1609) he asks: which

 is worse, excess or defect of passion? His answer is the latter because

 "whereas excess contains some sparks of magnanimity, and like a bird

 claims kindred of the heavens, defect, only like a base worm, crawls upon

 the earth".

 Shakespeare is more merciless towards romance and love built upon

 lust in Troilus and Cressida which, as well as being itself a kind of

 commentary on Romeo and Juliet in its treatment of love, gives further

 corroboration of Bacon's view. The play is his most sustained attack on

 the whole medieval code of love and honour. Cressida is a shallow, selfish

 and cruel creature with a 'wanton spirit', who is a slave to her senses. As

 she says:

 "The error of our eye directs our mind.

  What error leads must err. O then conclude,

  Minds swayed by eyes are full of turpitude" .

 This echoes Bacon's words in the essay quoted earlier that man, made

 for the contemplation of heaven, shouldmake himself subject of the eye,

 which was given him for higher purposes.

 Troilus is the dupe of his own infatuation who yet almost sees through

 the absurd nature of his own feelings. He fears that in love he will lose the

 critical faculty of discernment: "I shall lose distinction in my joys" (Act 3,

 Scene 2). In his essay Of Love Bacon says: "It was well said, that it is

 impossible to love and to be wise". The origin of this remark is Suetonius

 where it is said that "to be wise and love is hardly granted to a god". Bacon

 converts the gods to men. Shakespeare does likewise when Cressida says:
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"For to be wise and love

 Exceeds men's might; that dwells with gods above" (3.2).

Bacon also says in his essay that "great spirits and great business do

keep out this weak passion". None of the noblest characters in Troilus

have anything to do with it.

Troilus tells Cressida: "This is the monstrosity in love, lady, that the

will is infinite, and the execution confined; that the desire is boundless,

and the act a slave to limit" (3.2). Bacon says that "The speaking in a

perpetual hyperbole is comely in nothing but in love". The tragedy of

Troilus is his failure to distinguish between the impulses of the body and

those of the spirit. His 'love' for Cressida, which he convinces himself is

based on a Platonic idea of her fairness and chastity, is a ghostly love

without an object; he does not see that it would really be a lustful love

based upon his desire for her body. As for Cressida, Pandarus, the go-

between, urges her to "be moderate, be moderate" (4.4), but both her love

and her grief are so great that reasoning with herself would be an injustice

to the depth of her emotion. The message of the play is that this infinite

will, in love, in war, and in other kinds of desires, must accept the

boundaries of reason and constraint, a message which is perfectly attuned

to Bacon's philosophy.

In Othello (Act 1, Scene 2) the protagonist at first dismisses the notion

that love will taint his devotion to serious business:

"And heaven defend your good souls that you think

 I will your serious and great business scant

 For she is with me. No, when light-winged toys

 Of feather'd Cupid seal with wanton dullness

 My speculative and offic'd instruments,

 That my disports corrupt and taint my business,

 Let housewives make a skillet of my helm,

 And all indign and base adversities

 Make head against my estimation".

Here Othello is almost quoting directly from Bacon's essay. But, as the

story of his marriage unfolds, we see that, although one can truly love a

person, the need for human control can destroy any relationship causing

heartbreak and turmoil. Othello seeks total control over Desdemona,

regarding her faithfulness and submissions as criteria for his manhood.

Desdemona also plays the power game. She swears to Cassio:

"I give thee my warrant, assure thee, I do vow friendship

 to the last article my lord shall never rest…

 I shall watch him tame and talk him out of patience" (3.3).
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The main characters think that love will bring them the most joy, but it

 actually brings them the most pain and suffering. Shakespeare demonstrates

 that love can turn to hate and admiration can turn to jealousy. And the

 reason is given by Othello in his final speech in the play when he realises

 that he is "one that lov'd not wisely, but too well".

  Of course, in Othello the case for romance is put with considerable

 force and brilliant poetry, almost as if it was being defended in a court of

 law. The same applies in Antony and Cleopatra. Significantly, after writing

 in the essay Of Love that "great spirits and great business do keep out this

 weak passion", Bacon says in the next sentence: "You must except

 nevertheless Marcus Antonius, the half-partner of the empire of Rome".

 Significantly, Shakespeare also presents him as an exception. Indeed,

 critics are split as to whether Shakespeare favours or condemns the affair

 between Antony and Cleopatra. The play is surely a trial of romance in

 which each side's case is presented powerfully.

 Romantic love is justified partly in terms of its emotional value and

 intensity. It can give life nobility and purpose. It is a potent means by

 which the individual can overcome the prison of his or her own separateness.

 In this sense, it may even be stronger than politics. Moreover, in the play,

 the political world which Antony forsakes is riddled with corruption and

 treachery. There is also an element of spirituality in Antony's love. Cleopatra

 thus sees in the dying Antony this kinship with heavenly glory:

 "Had I great Juno's power,

  The strong-wing'd Mercury should fetch thee up.

  And set thee by Jove's side".

 In the poetry with which Shakespeare describes the deaths of the two

 protagonists it even seems that love is being presented as triumphant over

 death. So from this viewpoint, the play seems to celebrate the victory of an

 illicit love affair over political and moral matters and the ultimate triumph

 of the suicide pair over circumstances.

 Yet the fact that the love of Antony and Cleopatra can only find

 fulfilment in some dimension outside time and life itself must be taken as

 a condemnation of its dominance in life. For in the real world romantic

 love never achieves its imaginative potential. This is surely what Bacon

 means when he says that "the stage is more beholding to love than the life

 of man". In the Advancement he says that poetry submits "the shows of

 things to the desires of the mind; whereas reason doth buckle and bow the

 mind into the nature of things". Thus poetry and drama give expression or

 satisfaction to the strongest emotional impulses. Nevertheless, the peculiar

 greatness of Shakespearean drama is that it not only satisfies those feelings
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but also offers us the rational comment on them. The writer who most

perfectly fused imagination and intellect in himself satisfies both our

imagination and our intellect.

Right from the start, we are made fully aware that the love of Antony

and Cleopatra is not of the divine and immortal nature that they, in their

more imaginative moments, wish it to be. Antony's love is described as a

manifestation of "dotage", which "o'erflows the measure". His heart has

become "the bellows and the fan to cool a gipsy's lust". And throughout

the play similar criticisms are repeated. He gives his "potent regiment to a

trull". He is a "strumpet's fool" and an "amorous surfeiter", and his

mistress is "salt Cleopatra" and "a whore of Egypt".

Octavius refers to Antony's "voluptuousness", and curiously Bacon in

his essay says that he "was indeed a voluptuous man, and inordinate".

Antony realises the self-deception and unreliability of his romantic feelings

in a speech in Act 4 Scene 12, when he laments that this "grave charm",

"Like a right gipsy hath at fast and loose

 Beguil'd me to the very heart of loss".

Throughout Shakespeare the relationships between men and women

that are likely to endure are based on 'friendly love', as in the case of

Beatrice and Benedick, rather than 'wanton love', as with Romeo and

Juliet, Troilus and Cressida or Antony and Cleopatra. While our heart's

desire is often for romance, our reason tells us that it is ephemeral,

destructive and debasing, and that real love must be based on friendship,

caring, charity, service and sacrifice. That is the dramatist's message, and

it differs in no way from the essayist's. One more fact substantiating the

claim that Bacon was Shakespeare.


